
INNOVATION AND PHILIPS

Do you have an idea that can change the world? Turning your brilliant ideas into working innovations that make life
better is our drive and our deliverable.

To do this, we need to work with partners who share our vision of meaningful innovation. These innovations
will be voted and assessed. By working both within Philips as well as for external medical and high-tech
companies, we can keep our expertise at the highest level. Our target is to improve the lives of three billion
people a year by , making the world healthier and more sustainable. Read more Next generation Philips
Azurion platform Philips Azurion is an innovative image-guided therapy platform that allows clinicians to
easily and confidently perform a wide range of routine and complex procedures, helping them to optimize
interventional lab performance and provide superior care. Driven by our deep technical creativity, we take on
the highly complex challenges. Read more Advanced MR-based software applications for assessment of
neurological disorders With these introductions for its Ingenia family of digital MRI systems, Philips is
reinforcing its global leadership in Neuro MR software applications, providing radiologists with the necessary
tools to resolve complex health questions and explore new territories in neurology. We engage in two kinds of
Open Innovation. We see Open Innovation 2. Good to know: Innovation authors external users can see only
those innovations they posted; Innovations posted are only visible to Philips users internal users All
information shall be shared on non-confidential basis Subscription to the portal is necessary to see all Generic
challenges Subscribers approved by an internal Philips contact will be able to see all the challenges Generic
and Technical What Philips leaders say about SPICE? I would like to invite you as an innovative supplier to
join, collaborate and innovate with Philips. My father, who was Head of Research at Philips, would come
home and enthuse us with the inventions and wondrous electronic starter kits he would place on the kitchen
table. Research Recent innovations For decades, Philips Research has fueled Philips with new breakthrough
innovations that had significant impact in various markets. Do you have an outstanding innovation that you
would like to propose or further develop with Philips? Philips Innovation Services creates the bridge from idea
to market for each innovation journey. When we bring people and technology together, we create something
really special: innovation that people truly want. This portal offers a great opportunity to do just that! My
brother and I would look on, eager to get our hands on them, to know what these marvels of technology did,
and, when we did, to us it was like holding the future in our hands. By performing together, we can truly make
lives better. For example, we regularly undertake contract research for external parties, provide technical
facilities and support, and assist with IP licensing. When we come together and act in unison, we know we can
transform the world. Read more AI platform for healthcare launched Philips HealthSuite Insights delivers
healthcare-specific tools and technologies to address the full process of building, maintaining, deploying and
scaling AI solutions. This industry-first online marketplace offers curated, readily available AI assets for
license. Philips is a great innovation company with the ambition to be a leader in HealthTech across the care
continuum, and to improve the life of 3 billion people. Illumeo is an imaging and informatics technology with
adaptive intelligence [1] that redefines and enhances how radiologists work with medical images. We strive to
be a partner to all involved in bringing innovations to the market. By bringing together all the required
experience, expertise, methods and tools, we get things done. It is our ambition to drive widely used platforms.
And this makes us Philips. Our founders, Anton and Gerard Philips, understood this when they created Philips
over years ago, bringing light to the world.


